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Name Clue Definition Annotation Clue type Clue type 
for other

santha ramachandran First of all rigid infrastructure 
guidelines happen to be in 
order

in order first of all is indicator to take the first 
letters..r..i..g..h..t

Acrostic

SSv Avtaar Dexter confused the girl no 
end (5)

Dexter - means 
right (from 
heraldry)

(TH(-e) GIR(l))* Chanagram

Mona Sogal Force many out for essentially 
moral entitlement (5)

Entitlement Force is might -m for essentially Moral is 
r

Charade

Faten King at war lost force and 
legal authority

Legal authority R (-f)ight Charade

Sowmya Just correct (5) DD DD DD
Faten True power DD DD DD
Brian Dungate It’s not at all sinister, OK? Not at all 'sinister 

‘ = not LEFT; OK 
=right

(DD) DD

Ramki Krishnan Conservative author, 
reportedly (5)

conservative hp of write (author in the verb form), 
reportedly as the hp ind

Other homophone

Chatur Vasi Maker, we're told, is correct 
(5)

Correct HP of 'wright' (as in 'wheelwright', etc Other Homophone

Ramki Krishnan Honest, intelligent leader killed 
(5)

Honest (-B)RIGHT (intelligent = bright, leader 
killed = deletion ind) = RIGHT

Other Deletion

Viresh Ratnakar Just a formality, reportedly (5) Just Homophone of "rite" (a formality) Other Homophone
Ashley Smith Just honour thoroughly 

accurate claim or fine (5)
just' 'honour' 
'thoroughly' 
'accurate' 'claim' 
or 'fine'

Just = right (adj); honour = right (n); 
thoroughly = right (adv); accurate = right 
(adj); claim = right (n); fine = right (adv)

Other Sextuple 
Definition

KOLLURU KOTESWARA 
RAO

Fellows of Academy leaving 
out in panic is not wrong! (5)

NOT WRONG Panic = AFFRIGHT- leaving A(cademy) 
and FF(for Fellows)

Other Deletion

Ganesh Nayak Rich at first, losing bet in the 
end, tight on the money (5)

On the money R - T in TIGHT Other Letter 
substitution
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Antonio Sarmiento Ignore the odds trying, that is 
proper (5)

proper tRyInG tHaT = RIGHT Other Selection

Ganesh Nayak Tenth girl ringing up - honest! 
(5)

Honest Reverse hidden word - ten(TH GIR)l Reverse telescopic

Viresh Ratnakar Immediately returning with 
girly clothes (5)

Immediately (-wi)TH GIR(-ly) << Reverse telescopic

Mona Sogal Just return with girl from 
hiding

Just Rev Tel. Return as reversal indicator and 
from hiding as telescopic indicatot. wiTH 
GIRl

Reverse telescopic

Praveen Ramamurthy Meet with girl escorts in 
retreat (5)

Meet (as in 
suitable or 
proper)

<telescopic fodder> escorts (Hidden 
word Indicator) in retreat (Reversal 
Indicator)
Surface note - Meeting with escorts in a 

Reverse telescopic

SSv Avtaar Side with girls' entrances 
facing west (5)

SIDE Reverse Telescopic - Entrances is 
containment indicator and Facing west is 
reversal ind,

Reverse telescopic


